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Activity Name               Skills Acquired

Li'l Ladybird                                   Logical Reasoning, Creativity, Play

Insect Trails                                 Visual Tracking, Fine Motor, Observation

Big & Small Butterflies                           Association, Creativity, Language

Missing Letters                                      Vocabulary, Cognitive, Association



How this activity helps?
Your preschooler puts together the ladybird — sticks the eyes and colours the spots.

Introduce your child to the ladybird through a story — where it lives, how it goes from place to place, etc.  

 Li'l Ladybird Li'l Ladybird
The red ladybird is missing something. Can you spot 
them?

Help your preschooler cut out the ladybird and its eyes; 
stick the eyes in place; then colour the spots in any 
manner — using crayon, watercolours, etc. Make the 
spots colourful. Once done, how about a pretend play?



How this activity helps?
Your preschooler patiently traces on the dotted lines. This enhances the grip and visual tracking skill.

Encourage your child to describe each insect. Where are each of them headed?

 Insect Trails Insect Trails
Look at the spider and the grasshopper. Don't they 
seem lost?

Help your preschooler draw on the dotted lines and 
guide the insects to their respective places.



“I see a BIG butterfly”

 “I see a small butterfly”

How this activity helps?
Your preschooler tries to understand proportion through the illustrations.

Help your child build a story about a big butterfly and a small one. Where could they be going?

Big & Small 
Butterflies
Big & Small 
Butterflies

There's a BIG butterfly, then a small butterfly. And, 
their colours are missing.

Help your preschooler colour the scenery. Read each 
sentence aloud and point at the butterflies.



_utterfly

 _nail

 _adybug

_pider

_osquito

How this activity helps?
Your preschooler tries to find and write the missing letters. This is about learning how each letter looks.

Let your child pick out an insect and then build a simple story about it.

Missing LettersMissing Letters
The first letter of each insect's name is missing. Can 
you find the missing letter?

Help your preschooler fill the first letter to complete 
the name of each insect. The illustrations are the 
clues. Introduce the insect name. Eg: B for butterfly.



http://flintobox.com/blog/flintobox-stories/screen-addiction-asha-seth
http://flintobox.com/blog/flintobox-stories/how-to-engage-abhijit


 Award-winning activity boxes filled with fun 
exploratory activities and games for 2 to 12 year-olds. 

What's Inside The Box?

Get the box here:

New theme every month

Holistic learning

Designed by experts Play philosophy

Age appropriate

Skill based activities

Explorative activities
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http://flintobox.com/subscription-activity-box-for-preschoolers?utm_source=worksheets&utm_medium=worksheets&utm_campaign=worksheets&utm_content=incredible+insects

